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Abstract. A homogeneous Riemannian space (M = G/H, g) is called a geodesic orbit space
(shortly, GO-space) if any geodesic is an orbit of one-parameter subgroup of the isometry
group G. We study the structure of compact GO-spaces and give some sufficient conditions
for existence and non-existence of an invariant metric g with homogeneous geodesics on
a homogeneous space of a compact Lie group G. We give a classification of compact simply
connected GO-spaces (M = G/H, g) of positive Euler characteristic. If the group G is
simple and the metric g does not come from a bi-invariant metric of G, then M is one of
the flag manifolds M1 = SO(2n + 1)/U(n) or M2 = Sp(n)/U(1) · Sp(n − 1) and g is any
invariant metric on M which depends on two real parameters. In both cases, there exists
unique (up to a scaling) symmetric metric g0 such that (M, g0) is the symmetric space
M = SO(2n + 2)/U(n + 1) or, respectively, CP 2n−1. The manifolds M1, M2 are weakly
symmetric spaces.
Key words: homogeneous spaces, weakly symmetric spaces, homogeneous spaces of posi-
tive Euler characteristic, geodesic orbit spaces, normal homogeneous Riemannian manifolds,
geodesics
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1 Introduction
A Riemannian manifold (M, g) is called a manifold with homogeneous geodesics or geodesic
orbit manifold (shortly, GO-manifold) if all its geodesic are orbits of one-parameter groups of
isometries of (M, g). Such manifold is a homogeneous manifold and can be identified with
a coset space M = G/H of a transitive Lie group G of isometries. A Riemannian homogeneous
space (M = G/H, gM ) of a group G is called a space with homogeneous geodesics (or geodesic
orbit space, shortly, GO-space) if any geodesic is an orbit of a one-parameter subgroup of the
group G. This terminology was introduced by O. Kowalski and L. Vanhecke in [20], who initiated
a systematic study of such spaces.
Recall that homogeneous geodesics correspond to “relative equilibria” of the geodesic flow,
considered as a hamiltonian system on the cotangent bundle. Due to this, GO-manifolds can
be characterized as Riemannian manifolds such that all integral curves of the geodesic flow are
relative equilibria.
?This paper is a contribution to the Special Issue “E´lie Cartan and Differential Geometry”. The full collection
is available at http://www.emis.de/journals/SIGMA/Cartan.html
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GO-spaces may be considered as a natural generalization of symmetric spaces, classified by
E´. Cartan [10]. Indeed, a simply connected symmetric space can be defined as a Rieman-
nian manifold (M, g) such that any geodesic γ ⊂ M is an orbit of one-parameter group gt of
transvections, that is one-parameter group of isometries which preserves γ and induces the pa-
rallel transport along γ. If we remove the assumption that gt induces the parallel transport, we
get the notion of a GO-space.
The class of GO-spaces is much larger then the class of symmetric spaces. Any homogeneous
spaceM = G/H of a compact Lie group G admits a metric gM such that (M, gM ) is a GO-space.
It is sufficient to take the metric gM which is induced with a bi-invariant Riemannian metric g
on the Lie group G such that (G, g)→ (M = G/H, gM ) is a Riemannian submersion with totally
geodesic fibres. Such GO-space (M = G/H, gM ) is called a normal homogeneous space.
More generally, any naturally reductive manifold is a geodesic orbit manifold. Recall that
a Riemannian manifold (M, gM ) is called naturally reductive if it admits a transitive Lie
group G of isometries with a bi-invariant pseudo-Riemannian metric g, which induces the met-
ric gM onM = G/H, see [18, 8]. The first example of non naturally reductive GO-manifold had
been constructed by A. Kaplan [16]. An important class of GO-spaces consists of weakly sym-
metric spaces, introduced by A. Selberg [22]. A homogeneous Riemannian space (M = G/H, gM )
is a weakly symmetric space if any two points p, q ∈ M can be interchanged by an isom-
etry a ∈ G. This property does not depend on the particular invariant metric gM . Weakly
symmetric spaces M = G/H have many interesting properties (for example, the algebra of
G-invariant differential operators on M is commutative, the representation of G in the space
L2(M) of function is multiplicity free, the algebra of G-invariant Hamiltonians on T ∗M with
respect to Poisson bracket is commutative) and are closely related with spherical spaces, com-
mutative spaces and Gelfand pairs etc., see the book by J.A. Wolf [26]. The classification of
weakly symmetric reductive homogeneous spaces was given by O.S. Yakimova [28], see also [26].
In [20], O. Kowalski and L. Vanhecke classified all GO-spaces of dimension ≤ 6. C. Gor-
don [14] reduced the classification of GO-spaces to the classification of GO-metrics on nilmani-
folds, compact GO-spaces and non-compact GO-spaces of non-compact semisimple Lie group.
She described GO-metrics on nilmanifolds. They exist only on two-step nilponent nilmanifolds.
She also presented some constructions of GO-metrics on homogeneous compact manifolds and
non compact manifolds of a semisimple group.
Many interesting results about GO-spaces one can find in [7, 12, 27, 23, 24], where there are
also extensive references.
Natural generalizations of normal homogeneous Riemannian manifolds are δ-homogeneous
Riemannian manifolds, studied in [3, 4, 5]. Note that the class of δ-homogeneous Riemannian
manifolds is a proper subclass of the class of geodesic orbit spaces with non-negative sectional
curvature (see the quoted papers for further properties of δ-homogeneous Riemannian mani-
folds).
In [1], a classification of non-normal invariant GO-metrics on flag manifolds M = G/H was
given. The problem reduces to the case when the (compact) group G is simple. There exist
only two series of flag manifolds of a simple group which admit such metric, namely weakly
symmetric spaces M1 = SO(2n + 1)/U(n) and M2 = Sp(n)/U(1) · Sp(n − 1), equipped with
any (non-normal) invariant metric (which depends on two real parameters). Moreover, there
exists unique (up to a scaling) invariant metric g0, such that the Riemannian manifolds (Mi, g0)
are isometric to the symmetric spaces SO(2n+2)/U(n+1) and CP 2n−1 = SU(2n)/U(2n− 1),
respectively.
The main goal of this paper is a generalization of this result to the case of compact ho-
mogeneous manifolds of positive Euler characteristic. We prove that the weakly symmetric
manifolds M1, M2 exhaust all simply connected compact irreducible Riemannian non-normal
GO-manifolds of positive Euler characteristic.
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We indicate now the idea of the proof. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a compact irreducible non-
normal GO-space of positive Euler characteristic. Then the stability subgroup H has maximal
rank, which implies that G is simple. We prove that there is rank 2 regular simple subgroup G′
of G (associated with a rank 2 subsystem R′ of the root system R of the Lie algebra g = Lie(G))
such that the orbit M ′ = G′o = G′/H ′ of the point o = eH ∈ M (with the induced metric) is
a non-normal GO-manifold. Using [1, 3], we prove that the only such manifoldM ′ is SU(5)/U(2).
This implies that the root system R is not simply-laced and admits a “special” decomposition
R = R0 ∪ R1 ∪ R2 into a disjoint union of three subsets, which satisfies some properties. We
determine all such special decompositions of irreducible root systems and show that only root
systems of type Bn and Cn admit special decomposition and associated homogeneous manifolds
are M1 and M2.
The structure of the paper is the following. We fix notations and recall basic definitions
in Section 2. Some standard facts about totally geodesic submanifolds of a homogeneous Rie-
mannian spaces are collected in Section 3. We discuss some properties of compact GO-spaces
in Section 4. These results are used in Section 5 to derive sufficient conditions for existence
and non-existence of a non-normal GO-metric on a homogeneous manifold of a compact group.
Section 6 is devoted to classification of compact GO-spaces with positive Euler characteristic.
2 Preliminaries and notations
Let M = G/H be a homogeneous space of a compact connected Lie group G. We will denote
by b = 〈·, ·〉 a fixed AdG-invariant Euclidean metric on the Lie algebra g of G (for example, the
minus Killing form if G is semisimple) and by
g = h+m (1)
the associated b-orthogonal reductive decomposition, where h = Lie(H). An invariant Rieman-
nian metric gM on M is determined by an AdH -invariant Euclidean metric g = (·, ·) on the
space m which is identified with the tangent space ToM at the initial point o = eH.
If p is a subspace of m, we will denote by Xp the b-orthogonal projection of a vector X ∈ g
onto p, by bp the restriction of the symmetric bilinear form to p and by Ap = prp ◦A ◦ prp the
projection of an endomorphism A to p. If g is a AdH -invariant metric, the quotient
A = b−1m ◦ g
is an AdH -equivariant symmetric positively defined endomorphism on m, which we call the
metric endomorphism. Conversely, any such equivariant positively defined endomorphism A
of m defines an invariant metric g = b ◦ A = b(A·, ·) on m, hence an invariant Riemannian
metric gM on M .
Lemma 1. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a compact homogeneous Riemannian space with metric
endomorphism A and
m = m1 ⊕m2 ⊕ · · · ⊕mk, (2)
the A-eigenspace decomposition such that A|mi = λi · 1mi. Then
(mi,mj) = 〈mi,mj〉 = 0 (3)
and AdH-modules mi satisfy [mi,mj ] ⊂ m for i 6= j.
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Proof. Since A commute with AdH , eigenspaces mi are AdH -invariants and forX ∈ mi, Y ∈ mj ,
i 6= j, we get
λi〈X,Y 〉 = 〈AX,Y 〉 = (X,Y ) = 〈X,AY 〉 = λj〈X,Y 〉.
This implies (3). The inclusion [mi,mj ] ⊂ m follows from the fact that mj is AdH -invariant and
〈[mi,mj ], h〉 = 〈mi, [mj , h]〉 = 0. 
For any subspace p ⊂ m we will denote by p⊥ its orthogonal complement with respect to the
metric g and by 1p the identity operator on p.
Recall that AdH -submodules p, q are called disjoint if they have no non-zero equivalent
submodules. If AdH -module m is decomposed into a direct sum
m = m1 + · · ·+mk
of disjoint submodules, then any AdH -invariant metric g and associated metric endomorphism A
have the form
g = gm1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ gmk , A = Am1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Amk .
Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a compact homogeneous Riemannian space with the reductive de-
composition (1) and metric endomorphism A ∈ End(m).
We identify elements X,Y ∈ g with Killing vector fields on M . Then the covariant deriva-
tive ∇XY at the point o = eH is given by
∇XY (o) = −12 [X,Y ]m + U(Xm, Ym), (4)
where the bilinear symmetric map U : m×m→ m is given by
2(U(X,Y ), Z) = (admZ X,Y ) + (X, ad
m
Z Y ) (5)
for any X,Y, Z ∈ m and Xm is the m-part of a vector X ∈ g [8].
Definition 1. A homogeneous Riemannian space (M = G/H, gM ) is called a space with ho-
mogeneous geodesics shortly, GO-space if any geodesic γ of M is an orbit of 1-parameter
subgroup of G. The invariant metric gM is called GO-metric.
If G is the full isometry group, then GO-space is called a manifold with homogeneous
geodesics or GO-manifold.
Definition 2. A GO-space (M = G/H, gM ) of a simple compact Lie group G is called a proper
GO-space if the metric gM is not G-normal, i.e. the metric endomorphism A is not a scalar
operator.
Lemma 2 ([1]). A compact homogeneous Riemannian space (M = G/H, gM ) with the reductive
decomposition (1) and metric endomorphism A is GO-space if and only if for any X ∈ m there
is HX ∈ h such that one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
i) [HX +X,A(X)] ∈ h;
ii) ([HX +X,Y ]m, X) = 0 for all Y ∈ m.
This lemma shows that the property to be GO-space depends only on the reductive decom-
position (1) and the Euclidean metric g on m. In other words, if (M = G/H, gM ) is a GO-space,
then any locally isomorphic homogeneous Riemannian space (M ′ = G′/H ′, gM ′) is a GO-space.
Also a direct product of Riemannian manifolds is a manifold with homogeneous geodesics if and
only if each factor is a manifold with homogeneous geodesics.
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3 Totally geodesic orbits in a homogeneous Riemannian space
In this section we deal with totally geodesic submanifolds of compact homogeneous Riemannian
spaces. This is a useful tool for study of GO-spaces due to the following
Proposition 1 ([3, Theorem 11]). Every closed totally geodesic submanifold of a Riemannian
manifold with homogeneous geodesics is a manifold with homogeneous geodesics.
Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a compact Riemannian homogeneous space with the reductive de-
composition (1).
Definition 3. A subspace p ⊂ m is called totally geodesic if it is the tangent space at o of
a totally geodesic orbit Ko ⊂ G/H =M of a subgroup K ⊂ G.
Proposition 2. A subspace p ⊂ m is totally geodesic if and only if the following two conditions
hold:
a) p generates a subalgebra of the form k = h′ + p, where h′ is a subalgebra of h;
b) the endomorphism adpZ ∈ End(p) for Z ∈ p⊥ is g-skew-symmetric or, equivalently,
U(p, p) ⊂ p.
Proof. If p is the tangent space of the orbit Ko = K/H ′, then Lie(K) = k = h′ + p, where
h′ = Lie(H ′) is a subalgebra of h. Moreover, the formulas (4) and (5) imply U(p, p) ⊂ p.
Conversely, the conditions a) and b) imply that p is the tangent space of the totally geodesic
orbit Ko of the subgroup K generated by the subalgebra k. 
Corollary 1.
i) A subspace p ⊂ m is totally geodesic if a) holds and Ap = p.
ii) If a totally geodesic subspace p is adh-invariant and A-invariant, then
[h+ p, p⊥] ⊂ p⊥.
Proof. i) Assume that Ap = p. Then Ap⊥ = p⊥ and 〈p, p⊥〉 = 0. From i) and Ap = p we get
〈Z, [X,AX]〉 = 0 for any X ∈ p and Z ∈ p⊥. This implies
0 = 〈[Z,X], AX〉 = 〈[Z,X]m, AX〉 = ([Z,X]m, X)
= ([Z,X]p, X) = (U(X,X), Z).
ii) follows from the fact that the endomorphisms adh+p are b-skew-symmetric and preserves
the subspace p. Hence, they preserve its b-orthogonal complement p⊥. 
Corollary 2. Let (M = G/H, g) be a compact Riemannian homogeneous space and K a con-
nected subgroup of G. The orbit P = Ko = K/H ′ is a totally geodesic submanifold if and only if
the Lie algebra k is consistent with the reductive decomposition (1) (that is k = k∩h+k∩m = h′+p)
and
U(p, p) ⊂ p
or, equivalently, the endomorphisms adpZ ∈ End(p), Z ∈ p⊥ are g-skew-symmetric.
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4 Properties of GO-spaces
Lemma 3. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a GO-space with the reductive decomposition (1) and m =
p+ q a g-orthogonal AdH-invariant decomposition. Then
U(p, p) ⊂ p, U(q, q) ⊂ q
and the endomorphisms adqp, adpq are skew-symmetric.
Proof. For X ∈ p, Y ∈ q we have
0 = ([Y +HY , X]m, Y ) = − (adX Y, Y ) = − (U(Y, Y ), X) ,
where HY is as in Lemma 2. This shows that ad
q
X is skew-symmetric and U(q, q) ⊂ q. 
Lemma 3 together with Proposition 2 implies
Proposition 3. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a GO-space with the reductive decomposition (1). Then
any connected subgroup K ⊂ G which contains H has the totally geodesic orbit P = Ko = K/H
which is GO-space (with respect to the induced metric). Moreover, if the space p := k ∩ m is
A-invariant, then
[k,m⊥] ⊂ m⊥
and the metric g¯ := g|p⊥ is AdK-invariant and defines an invariant GO-metric gN on the ho-
mogeneous manifolds N = G/K. The projection pi : G/H → G/K is a Riemannian submersion
with totally geodesic fibers such that the fibers and the base are GO-spaces.
Proof. The first claim follows from Lemma 3, Lemma 2 and Proposition 2. If Ap = p, then m =
p + p⊥ is a b-orthogonal decomposition and since the metric b is AdG-invariant, AdK p⊥ = p⊥.
Then Lemma 3 shows that the metric g|p⊥ is AdK-invariant and defines an invariant metric gN
on N = G/K such that N becomes GO-space. 
Note that a subgroup K ⊃ H is compatible with any invariant metric on G/H if AdH -
modules p and m/p are strictly disjoint. This remark implies
Proposition 4. Let (M = G/H, g) be a compact homogeneous Riemannian space. Then the
connected normalizer N0(Z) of a central subgroup Z of H and the connected normalizer N0(H)
are subgroups consistent with any invariant metric on M .
Proposition 5. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a compact GO-space with metric endomorphism A.
i) Let X,Y ∈ m be eigenvectors of the metric endomorphism A with different eigenvalues λ, µ.
Then
[X,Y ] =
λ
λ− µ [H,X] +
µ
λ− µ [H,Y ]
for some H ∈ h.
ii) Assume that the vectors X, Y belong to the λ-eigenspace mλ of A and X is g-orthogonal
to the subspace [h, Y ]. Then
[X,Y ] ∈ h+mλ.
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Proof. i) Let X,Y ∈ m be eigenvectors of A with different eigenvalues λ, µ and H = HX+Y ∈ h
the element defined in Lemma 2. Then
[H +X + Y,A(X + Y )] = [H +X + Y, λX + µY ]
= λ[H,X] + µ[H,Y ] + (µ− λ)[X,Y ] ∈ h.
By Lemma 1, [H,X], [H,Y ], [X,Y ] ∈ m and the right hand side is zero.
ii) Assume now that X,Y ∈ mλ satisfy conditions ii) and Z is an eigenvector of A with an
eigenvalue µ 6= λ. Then we have
([X,Y ]m, Z) = µ〈[X,Y ], Z〉 = µ〈X, [Y, Z]〉 = µ
λ
(X, [Y, Z]m)
=
µ
λ
(
X,
λ
λ− µ [H,Y ] +
µ
λ− µ [H,Z]
)
= 0.
This shows that [X,Y ] ∈ h+mλ. 
Corollary 3. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a compact GO-space with the reductive decomposition (1)
and metric endomorphism A and
m = m1 + · · ·+mk (6)
the A-eigenspace decomposition such that A|mi = λi1mi. Then for any AdH-submodules pi ⊂ mi,
pj ⊂ mj, i 6= j, we have
[pi, pj ] ⊂ pi + pj .
Moreover, if p, p′ are g-orthogonal AdH-submodules of mi then
[p, p′] ⊂ h+mi.
5 Some applications
5.1 A sufficient condition for non-existence of GO-metric
Here we consider some applications of results of the previous section.
Definition 4. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a compact homogeneous Riemannian space. A connected
closed Lie subgroup K ⊂ G which contains H is called compatible with the metric gM if
the subspace p = k ∩m of m is invariant under the metric endomorphism A.
Let K, K ′ be two subgroups of G which are compatible with the metric of a homogeneous
Riemannian space (M = G/H, gM ). Then we can decompose the space m into a g-orthogonal
sum of A-invariant AdH -modules
m = q+ p1 + p2 + n (7)
where
q = p ∩ p′, p = k ∩m = q+ p1, p′ = k′ ∩m = q+ p2
and n is the orthogonal complement to
p+ p′ = q+ p1 + p2
in m.
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Proposition 6. Let (M = G/H, gM ) be a homogeneous Riemannian space, K, K ′ two subgroups
of G which are compatible with gM and (7) the associated decomposition as above. Then p1, p2, n
are Ad
H˜
-modules, where H˜ = K ∩K ′ is the Lie group with the Lie algebra h˜ = h+ q, and
[p1, p2] ⊂ n.
Moreover, if (M = G/H, gM ) is a GO-space, then the restriction Am˜ of the metric endomorphism
to m˜ = p1 + p2 + n commutes with AdH˜ |m˜ and for any H˜-irreducible submodules p′1 ⊂ p1, and
p′2 ⊂ p2 such that
[p′1, p
′
2] 6= 0,
the metric endomorphism A is a scalar on the space
p′1 + p
′
2 + [p
′
1, p
′
2].
Proof. Since the decomposition (7) is b-orthogonal, we conclude that it is Ad
H˜
-invariant and
[p, p⊥] = [p, p2 + n] ⊂ p2 + n,
[p′, (p′)⊥] = [p′, p1 + n] ⊂ p1 + n,
by Proposition 2. This implies
[p1, p2] ⊂ n.
If (M, gM ) is a GO-space, then by Proposition 3 the metric endomorphism Am˜ is H˜-invariant.
If modules p′1, p′2 belong to A-eigenspaces with different eigenvalues, then by Corollary 3,
[p′1, p
′
2] ⊂ p1 + p2.
Together with the previous inclusion, it implies [p′1, p′2] = 0. If these modules belong to the same
eigenspace mλ, then by Corollary 3,
[p′1, p
′
2] ⊂ mλ. 
As a corollary, we get the following sufficient condition that a homogeneous manifold M =
G/H does not admit a proper GO-metric.
Proposition 7. Let M = G/H be a homogeneous space of a compact group G with the reductive
decomposition g = h+m. Assume that the Lie algebra g has two subalgebras k = h+p, k′ = h+p′
which contain h and generate g. Let
m = q+ p1 + p2 + n, q = p ∩ p′ (8)
be the associated b-orthogonal decomposition. Assume that there is no commuting adh+q sub-
modules of p1 and p2. Then for any GO-metric, defined by an operator A which preserves this
decomposition, A is a scalar operator on p1+p2+n. In particular, if q is trivial and AdH-modules
p1, p2, n are strictly non-equivalent, then the only GO-metric on M is the normal metric.
Proof. Let A be an operator on m which preserves the decomposition (8) and defines a GO-
metric. Then by Proposition 6,
A|p1+p2+[p1,p2] = λ · 1
for some λ. Now p1 and [p1, p2] ⊂ n are two g-orthogonal submodules of the A-eigenspace mλ.
Applying Corollary 3, we conclude that
[p1, [p1, p2]] ⊂ mλ.
Iterating this process, we prove that
n = [p1, p2] + [p1, [p1, p2]]n + [p2, [p1, p2]]n + · · · ⊂ mλ
and A = λ · 1 on p1 + p2 + n. 
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5.2 A sufficient condition for existence of GO-metric
Lemma 4. Let M = G/H be a homogeneous space of a compact Lie group with a reductive
decomposition g = h+m. Assume that AdH-module m has a decomposition
m = m1 + · · ·+mk
into invariant submodules, such that for any i < j
[mi,mj ] = 0
or this condition valid with one exception (i, j) = (1, 2) and in this case
[m1,m2] ⊂ m2
and for any X ∈ m1, Y ∈ m2 there is H ∈ h such that adH Y = adX Y and
adH(m1 +m3 + · · ·+mk) = 0.
Then any metric endomorphism of the form A =
∑
xi · 1mi defines a GO-metric on M .
Proof. Under the assumptions of lemma, for H ∈ h and Xi ∈ mi we have[
H +
∑
Xi,
∑
xiXi
]
=
∑
i<j
(xj − xi)[Xi, Xj ] +
∑
i
xi adH Xi
= (x2 − x1) adX1 X2 + x2 adH X2 + adH
(
x1X1 +
∑
k≥3
xkXk
)
.
The right-hand side is zero if H is chosen as in the lemma (where Y = x2X2 and X = (x1 −
x2)X1). Now, it suffices to apply Lemma 2. 
Example 1. The homogeneous space M = SUp+q/SUp × SUq is a GO-space with respect to
any invariant metric.
We have the reductive decomposition
sup+q = h+m = (sup + suq) + (Ra+ p),
where p ' Cp ⊗ Cq and ada |p = i · 1p. Any metric endomorphism A = λ · 1Ra + µ · 1p defines
a GO-metric by above lemma since for any X ∈ p there is H ∈ h such that adH X = iX. Note
that for p 6= q these manifolds are weakly symmetric spaces [26].
5.3 GO-metrics on a compact group G
Proposition 8. A compact Lie group G with a left-invariant metric g is a GO-space if and only
if the corresponding Euclidean metric (·, ·) on the Lie algebra g is bi-invariant.
Proof. The condition that (G, g) is a GO-space can be written as
0 = (X, [X,Y ]) = −(adY X,X) = 0.
This shows that the metric (·, ·) is bi-invariant. 
Note that a compact Lie group G can admit a non-bi-invariant left-invariant metrics g with
homogeneous geodesics. But the corresponding GO-space will have the form L/H where the
group L will contain G as a proper subgroup. See [11] for details.
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6 Homogeneous GO-spaces with positive Euler characteristic
6.1 Basic facts about homogeneous manifolds of positive Euler characteristic
Here we recall some properties of homogeneous spaces with positive Euler characteristic (see,
for example, [21] or [4]). A homogeneous space M = G/H of a compact connected Lie group G
has positive Euler characteristic χ(M) > 0 if and only if the stabilizer H has maximal rank
(rk(H) = rk(G)).
If the group G acts on M almost effectively, then it is semisimple and the universal covering
M˜ = G˜/H˜ is a direct product
M˜ = G1/H1 × · · · ×Gk/Hk,
where G˜ = G1 ×G2 × · · · ×Gk is the decomposition of the group G˜ (which is a covering of G)
into a direct product of simple factors and Hi = H˜ ∩Gi.
Any invariant metric gM on M defines an invariant metric gM˜ on M˜ and the homogeneous
Riemannian space (M˜ = G˜/H˜, gM˜ ) is a direct product of homogeneous Riemannian spaces
(Mi = Gi/Hi, gMi), i = 1, . . . , k, of simple compact Lie groups Gi, see [19]. We have
Proposition 9 ([19]). A compact almost effective homogeneous Riemannian space (M =
G/H, gM ) of positive Euler characteristic is irreducible if and only if the group G is simple.
If the group G acts effectively on M , it has trivial center.
This proposition shows that a simply connected compact GO-space (M = G/H, gM ) of posi-
tive Euler characteristic is a direct product of simply connected GO-spaces (Mi = Gi/Hi, gMi)
of simple Lie groups with positive Euler characteristic. So it is sufficient to classify simply
connected GO-spaces of a simple compact Lie group with positive Euler characteristic.
A description of homogeneous spaces G/H of positive Euler characteristic reduces to descrip-
tion of connected subgroups H of maximal rank of G or equivalently, subalgebras of maximal
rank of a simple compact Lie algebra g, see [9] and also Section 8.10 in [25]. An important
subclass of compact homogeneous spaces of positive Euler characteristic consists of f lag mani-
folds. They are described as adjoint orbits M = AdG x of a compact connected semisimple
Lie group G or, in other terms as quotients M = G/H of G by the centrelizer H = ZG(T ) of
a non-trivial torus T ⊂ G.
Note that every compact naturally reductive homogeneous Riemannian space of positive Euler
characteristic is necessarily normal homogeneous with respect to some transitive semisimple
isometry group [4].
6.2 The main theorem
Let G be a simple compact connected Lie group, H ⊂ K ⊂ G its closed connected subgroups.
We denote by b = 〈·, ·〉 the minus Killing form on the Lie algebra g and consider the following
b-orthogonal decomposition
g = h⊕m = h⊕m1 ⊕m2,
where
k = h⊕m2
is the Lie algebra of the group K. Obviously, [m2,m1] ⊂ m1. Let gM = gx1,x2 be a G-invariant
Riemannian metric on M = G/H, generated by the Euclidean metric g = (·, ·) on m of the form
g = x1 · bm1 + x2 · bm2 , (9)
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where x1 and x2 are positive numbers, or, equivalently, by the metric endomorphism
A = x1 · 1m1 + x2 · 1m2 . (10)
We consider two examples of such homogeneous Riemannian spaces (M = G/H, gx1,x2):
a) (G,K,H) = (SO(2n + 1), U(n), SO(2n)), n ≥ 2. The group G = SO(2n + 1) acts tran-
sitively on the symmetric space Com(R2n+2) = SO(2n + 2)/U(n) of complex structures
in R2n+2 with stabilizer H = U(n), see [15]. So we can identify M = G/H with this
symmetric space, but the metric gx1,x2 is not SO(2n+ 2)-invariant if x2 6= 2x1 [17].
b) (G,K,H) = (Sp(n), Sp(1) · Sp(n − 1), U(1) · Sp(n − 1)), n ≥ 2. The group G = Sp(n)
acts transitively on the projective space CP 2n−1 = SU(2n+ 2)/U(2n+ 1) with stabilizer
H = U(1) · Sp(n − 1). So we can identify M = G/H with CP 2n−1, but the metric gx1,x2
is not SU(2n+ 2)-invariant if x2 6= 2x1, see [15, 17].
Now we can state the main theorem about compact GO-spaces of positive Euler characteristic.
Theorem 1. Let (M = G/H, gM ) is a simply connected proper GO-space with positive Euler
characteristic and simple compact Lie group G. Then M = G/H = SO(2n + 1)/U(n), n ≥
2, or G/H = Sp(n)/U(1) × Sp(n − 1), n ≥ 2, and gM = gx1,x2 is any G-invariant metric
which is not G-normal homogeneous. The metric gM is G-normal homogeneous (respectively,
symmetric) when x2 = x1 (respectively, x2 = 2x1). Moreover, these homogeneous spaces are
weakly symmetric flag manifolds.
The non-symmetric metrics gx1,x2 have G as the full connected isometry group of the con-
sidered GO-spaces (M = G/H, gx1,x2), see discussion in [17, 21, 1]. The claim that all these
homogeneous Riemannian spaces are weakly symmetric spaces was proved in [27]. Note also
that Theorem 1 allows to simplify some arguments in the paper [3].
6.3 Proof of the main theorem
Using results from [1] and [3], we reduce the proof to a description of some special decompositions
of the root system of the Lie algebra g of the isometry group G.
Let M = G/H be a homogeneous space of a compact simple Lie group of positive characte-
ristic and
g = h+m
associated reductive decomposition. The subgroup H contains a maximal torus T of G. We
consider the root space decomposition
gC = tC +
∑
α∈R
gα
of the complexification gC of the Lie algebra g, where tC is the Cartan subalgebra associated
with T and R is the root system.
For any subset P ⊂ R we denote by
g(P ) =
∑
α∈P
gα
the subspace spanned by corresponding root space gα. Then H-module mC is decomposed into
a direct sum
mC = g(R1) + · · ·+ g(Rk)
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of disjoint submodules, where R = R1 ∪ · · · ∪Rk is a disjoint decomposition of R and subsets Ri
are symmetric, i.e. −Ri = Ri. Moreover, real H-modules g∩g(Ri) are irreducible. Any invariant
metric on M is defined by the metric endomorphism A on m whose extension to mC has the
form
A = diag(x1 · 1p1 , . . . , x` · 1p`),
where xi are arbitrary positive numbers, xi 6= xj and pi is a direct sum of modules g(Rm).
We will assume that A is not a scalar operator (i.e. ` > 1) and it defines an invariant metric
with homogeneous geodesics. We say that a root α corresponds to eigenvalue xi of A if gα ⊂ pi.
Lemma 5. There are two roots α, β which correspond to different eigenvalues of A such that
α+ β is a root.
Proof. If it is not the case, [p1, pi] = 0 for i 6= 1 and g1 = p1 + [p1, p1] would be a proper ideal
of a simple Lie algebra g. 
Now, consider the roots α and β as in the previous lemma. Since R(α, β) := R ∩ span{α, β}
is a rank 2 root system, we can always choose roots α, β ∈ R which form a basis of the root
system R(α, β). Then the subalgebra
gα,β := tC +
∑
γ∈R(α,β)
gγ
of gC is the centralizer of the subalgebra t′ = kerα ∩ kerβ ⊂ tC.
Then the orbit Gα,βo ⊂ M of the corresponding subgroup Gα,β = T ′ ·G′α,β ⊂ G is a totally
geodesic submanifold (see Corollary 2), hence a proper GO-space with the effective action of
the rank two simple group G′α,β associated with the root system R(α, β) (see Proposition 1).
Note that it has positive Euler characteristic since the stabilizer of the point o contains the
two-dimensional torus generated by vectors Hα,Hβ ∈ tC associated with roots α, β. Recall that
Hα = 2〈α,α〉 b
−1 · α.
Proposition 10. Every proper GO-space (M = G/H, gM ) with positive Euler characteristic of
a simple group G of rank 2 is locally isometric to the manifold M = SO(5)/U(2) with the metric
defined by the metric endomorphism
A = x1 · 1g(Rs) + x2 · 1g(R`), x1 6= x2 > 0
where
Rs = {±1,±2}, R` = {±1 ± 2},
are the sets of short and, respectively, long roots of the Lie algebra so(5). We may assume also
that
mC = g(Rs ∪ {1 + 2}) and hC = tC + g1−2 .
Proof. Proof of this proposition follows from results of the papers [1] and [3]. Indeed, the
group G has the Lie algebra g isomorphic to su(3) = A2, so(5) = sp(2) = B2 = C2 or g2. Since
the universal Riemannian covering of a GO-space is a GO-space (Lemma 2), we may assume
without loss of generality that G/H is simply connected.
If g = su(3), then G/H = SU(3)/S(U(2)×U(1)) (a symmetric space) or G/H = SU(3)/T 2,
where T 2 is a maximal torus in SU(3). Both these spaces are flag manifolds, and results of [1]
show that any GO-metric on these spaces is SU(3)-normal homogeneous.
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If g = so(5) = sp(2), then (g, h) = (so(5),R2), (g, h) = (so(5),R⊕su(2)l), (g, h) = (so(5),R⊕
su(2)s), or (g, h) = (so(5), su(2)l⊕su(2)l), where su(2)l, (respectively, su(2)s) stands for a three-
dimensional subalgebras generated by all long (respectively, short) roots of g. The last pair
corresponds to the irreducible symmetric space SO(5)/SO(4), which admits no non-normal
invariant metric. All other spaces are flag manifolds. Results of [1] implies that the only
possible pair is (g, h) = (so(5),R ⊕ su(2)l), which corresponds to the space SO(5)/U(2) =
Sp(2)/U(1) · Sp(1).
For g = g2 the statement of proposition is proved in [3, Proposition 23]. 
Corollary 4. Let G be a simple compact Lie group and M = G/H a proper GO-space with
positive Euler characteristic. Then the root system R of the complex Lie algebra gC admits
a disjoint decomposition
R = R0 ∪R1 ∪R2,
where R0 is the root system of the complexified stability subalgebra hC,with the following proper-
ties:
i) If α ∈ R1, β ∈ R2 and α+ β ∈ R then α− β ∈ R and the rank 2 root system R(α, β) has
type B2 = C2.
ii) Moreover, if α, β is a basis of R(α, β) (that is 〈α, β〉 < 0), then one of the roots α, β is
short and the other is long and one of the long roots α± β belongs to R0 and second one
belongs to R1 ∪R2.
iii) If both roots α, β are short, then one of the long roots α ± β belongs to R0 and the other
belongs to R1 ∪R2.
iv) If α ∈ R1 and β ∈ R2 are long roots, then α± β /∈ R.
We will call a decomposition with the above properties a special decomposition. Corol-
lary 4 implies
Corollary 5. There is no proper GO-spaces of positive Euler characteristic with simple isometry
group G = SU(n), SO(2n), E6, E7, E8 (these are all simple Lie algebras with all roots of the
same length (simply-laced root system)).
Corollary 6 ([3, Proposition 23]). Any GO-space (G/H, µ) of positive Euler characteristic
with G = G2 is normal homogeneous.
Now, we describe all special decompositions of the root systems of types Bn, Cn, F4. We
will use notation from [13] for root systems and simple roots.
Lemma 6. The root system
R(F4) = {±i, 1/2(±1 +∓2 ± 3 +±4,±i ± j), i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, i 6= j}
does not admit a special decomposition.
Proof. Assume that such a decomposition exists. Then we can choose roots α ∈ R1, β ∈ R2
such that α±β is a root. Then α, β has different length and we may assume that |α| < |β| and
〈α, β〉 < 0. Then we can include α, β into a system of simple roots δ, α, β, γ, see [13]. Since all
such systems are conjugated, we may assume that α = 4, β = −4 + 3, see [13]. Then we get
contradiction, since α− β is not a root. 
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Now we describe two special decompositions for the root systems
R(Bn) = {±i, ±i ± j , i, j = 1, . . . , n}
and
R(Cn) = {±2i, ±i ± j , i, j = 1, . . . , n}
of types Bn and Cn. Note that in both cases RA = {±(i − j)} is a closed subsystem. We set
R+A = {±(i + j)}.
We denote by R+ the standard subsystem of positive roots of a root system R and by Rs
and R` the subset of short and, respectively, long roots of R. Then there is a special decomposi-
tion R = R0 ∪R1 ∪R2 of the systems R(Bn), R(Cn) which we call the standard decomposition:
R(Bn) = RA ∪Rs ∪R+A,
R(Cn) = RA ∪R` ∪R+A.
These decompositions define the following reductive decompositions of the homogeneous spaces
SO(2n+ 1)/U(n) and Sp(n)/U(n):
so(2n+ 1) = h+ (m1 +m2) = g(RA) + (g(Rs) + g(R+A)),
sp(n) = h+ (m1 +m2) = g(RA) + (g(R`) + g(R+A)),
where m1, m2 are irreducible submodules of m. It is known [1] that any metric endomorphism
A = diag(x1 · 1m1 , x2 · 1m2) defines a metric with homogeneous geodesics on the corresponding
manifold M = G/H (see a discussion before the statement of Theorem 1). Now, the proof of
Theorem 1 follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 11. Any special decomposition of the root systems RB, RC is conjugated to the
standard one.
Proof. We give a proof of this proposition for R(Bn). The proof for R(Cn) is similar.
Let
R(Bn) = R0 ∪R1 ∪R2
be a special decomposition of R(Bn). We may assume that there are roots α ∈ R1 and β ∈ R2
with 〈α, β〉 < 0 and |α| < |β|. Then we can include α, β into a system of simple roots, which,
without loss of generality, can be written as
α1 = 1 − 2, . . . , n−2 − n−1, n−1 + n = β, −n = α.
Then (n−1 − n) ∈ R0. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let R(Bn) = R0 ∪ R1 ∪ R2 be a special decomposition as above, V ′ = ⊥n the
orthogonal complement of the vector n and R(Bn−1) = R′ := R∩ V ′ the root system induced in
the hyperspace V ′. Then the induced decomposition R′ = R′0 ∪R′1 ∪R′2, where R′i := Ri ∩ V ′, is
a special decomposition.
Proof. It is sufficient to check that subsets R′1, R′2 are not empty.
We say that two roots γ, δ are R0-equivalent (γ ∼ δ) if their difference belongs to R0.
The equivalent roots belong to the same component Ri. The root n−1 = n − (n−1 − n) is
R0-equivalent to α = n. Hence it belongs to R1.
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We say that a pair of roots γ, δ with 〈γ, δ〉 < 0 is special if one of the roots belongs to R1
and another to R2. Then they have different length (say, |γ| < |δ|). Moreover, the root γ + δ is
short and it belongs to the same part Ri, i = 1, 2 as the short root δ and the root 2γ + δ is long
and it belongs to R0.
Consider the roots σ± = ±n−2 + n−1. They have negative scalar product with n−1 ∈ R1
and β = n−1+ n ∈ R2. They can not belong to R1 since then we get a special pair δ±, β which
consists of long roots. They both can not belong to R0 since otherwise the root n−2 ∼ n−1 ∈ R1
and ±n−2 + n ∼ n−1 + n ∈ R2 and we get a special pair
γ = n−2 ∈ R1, δ = −n−2 + n ∈ R2,
such that 2γ + δ ∈ R0, which is impossible. We conclude that one of the roots σ± = ±n−2 +
n−1 ∈ R′ must belongs to R2. Since the root n−1 ∈ R′ belongs to R1, the lemma is proved. 
Now we prove the proposition by induction on n. The claim is true for n = 2 by Proposi-
tion 10. Assume that it is true for R(B(n − 1)) and let R(Bn) = R0 ∪ R1 ∪ R2 be a special
decomposition as above. By lemma, the decomposition R′ = R′0 ∪ R′1 ∪ R′2, indiced in the hy-
perplane V ′ = en ⊥, is a special decomposition. By inductive hypothesis we may assume that
it has the standard form:
R0 = {±(i − j)}, R1 = {±i}, R2 = {±(i + j), i, j = 1, . . . , n− 1}.
This implies that the initial decomposition is also standard. 
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